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Think about this. What if there is a real other dimension, very close to our own? What if that
dimension is inhabited by various creatures, some animal, some intelligent, many like us, many
others not? What if some of the inhabitants of that dimension have the ability to pass into our
dimension from time to time for reasons known only to them? What if there are those on that
side and on this side who are working together to break down the barrier wall that separates our
dimensions for the purpose of provoking a multidimensional war, the likes of which will alter
every definition of reality we have ever known?
Yes, what if. What if this is not a fantasy or make-believe, but the actual truth underlying all the
government secrets, conspiracy theories and end-times prophecies combined? Yes, what if?
So, you thought the coming of the Messiah was supposed to be ushered in by simply the
punishment of the wicked of this world? You never stopped to think about what and who is the
cause that motivates the evil in this world and how they are going to be dealt with?
Evil was not originally indigenous to our world, it came from outside, from someone or
something, an invader from over there. It thus stands to reason that in order to set the record
straight, judgment and alignment will have to come not only to our infected world, but also to the
domain from which the infection first came forth. Their dimension and ours have been intricately
linked since the time of Eden. The end of days comes to rectify not only us but also them. This
is why our dimensions are being merged. They are coming together because together they will
be judged.
Our human brains are hard-wired to live in two dimensions simultaneously. Yet, for a very long
time now, we have committed acts of self-mutilation in that we regularly abuse that part of our
own minds that we today call the psychic. Yes, the six sense that enables human beings to be
naturally psychic is terribly abused and atrophied. As such almost every human being remains
mentally handicapped, literally retarded, and unable to use the full faculties of the mind with
which we are naturally born with.
The societies which we have created have forced its inhabitants to mutilate their minds creating
a race of slave humans who live almost totally obliviously to their true human potentials and
inner powers. It is no wonder then that when intervention occurs, those mental slaves choosing
freedom will indeed be freed, whereas those who cling to their slavery will be removed along
with the slavery itself. Needless to say those who have enslaved them will also be removed,
judged and punished.
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The divide separating the two dimensions has never been absolute. On our side, those properly
trained have been able to go to the other side with regularity. This has occurred throughout
history and in every culture and religion around the world. Yet, just as there are those of us who
regularly go over there, so too are there those from over there who regularly come over here.
Many of our visitors are benign, some come out of curiosity, others come as guardians and
protectors, yet, there are still others who come over here for nefarious purposes, to cause harm
and take control.
When the others violate the natural laws that govern our two universes and penetrate into our
dimension for their own nefarious purposes, they set into motion a system of checks and
balances that activate a guardian and justice system. In other words, when the bad guys come
over here to cause harm, the good guys take notice and intervene. While the good guys may
not be able to stop all the bad guys quietly and clandestinely, in the end, the bad guys will get
theirs, one way or another.
The bad guys from over there gain in power over here through their alignments and relationships
with their evil counterparts in our dimension. Thus evil people in our world take their marching
orders from evil entities in the other dimension. They work hand-in-hand to carry out their
nefarious purposes. The good guys on the other side also seek alliances with the good guys
here on our side. Yet, when the good guys on our side are either corrupted and killed, their
numbers dwindle and the forces of evil then take dominance. Needless to say, this is where we
are today.
Therefore, due to the state of continuing imbalance, the forces of justice recognize that in order
to reestablish law, order and balance between the dimensions, they will first have to be merged
and then dealt with together as one. This process of merging has already begun. The forces of
evil actually began the merging thinking that the new condition will make things easier from them
to control all. Yet, the good guys have their own plans and agenda. They are giving the bad
guys enough rope to hang themselves. And the day of the hanging is coming extremely close.
Once a doorway has been opened from the other side to here, it does not always close as
quickly as it opened. Sometimes the doorway can linger open for minutes or substantially
longer, even for months and possibly years. Doorways are not symbolic passageways, they are
actual ones. If you ever saw one you would not recognize it unless you had experience with this
sort of thing. Looking at it straightforward, you would think that you were seeing a area whose
view was rippling. This is similar to look at a view through a vale of rising hot air, the air distorts
your view and ascends in ripples. The doorway is however not hot, rather they can be colder
than the surrounding area.
Upon approaching the doorway you might feel the chill, then as you slide your hand into the
ripple, it does not appear to change or disappear. This gives the illusion that there is nothing
there other than air. However, if you were to walk forward completely into it, you might see a
kind of mist surround you for a very brief second and then you notice that everything around you
has shifted dramatically. You often find yourself in an isolated outdoor area.
If you were to turn around the doorway may very well not be there. For although it opens in our
dimension and takes us to a place in that dimension, this does not mean that the opening port in
that dimension is directly opposite the port it opened in our dimension. Thus, if you were to pass
to the other side through an open doorway, the reverse doorway may very well be some
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distance away. This is why many who do take the steps in the other world often cannot find their
way back. They have no maps, nor points of reference. They are in a new world where reality is
fundamentally different from how it is here.
The good guys from the other side come and go as they do clandestinely. There is even Biblical
reference to this in Genesis (28:11-17), with regards to the Patriarch Jacob who is reported to
have envisioned a ladder going up into the Heavens with angels on it going both up and down.
What Jacob actually experienced in his dream was a doorway. In his mind it appeared as a
ladder going up, but as is well known, dream language is symbolic. Jacob saw the good guys
both coming and going. Not only were they coming into our dimension, those already here
doing their work were then leaving, returning to their dimension of origin. Jacob saw only a
vision of the passageway, not the actual thing. The actual one was actually located miles south
of him, deep inside a cave.
The bad guys also can come through clandestinely, but not always. Often, they come through in
physical form with specific intent to indulge themselves with the pleasures of our dimension.
This is also mentioned in the Bible when in Genesis 6, it speaks about the sons of god who
came and took for themselves wives from the daughters of men. While some say these sons of
god came down from the Heavens, in actuality, they came from our neighbor dimension. Now,
whether they came from another planet in another dimension, this is also a distinct possibility.
When we look out at our solar system from the reference of our own dimension all we see are
dead planets. However, in the parallel dimension, Mars, Venus and the other planets are richly
populated and highly advanced. So, there really are Martians, but they are not little green men
and while they do live on Mars, they are not from our Mars, but their own.
When doorways open into the other dimension it is very possible that they can open up out on to
one of the other planets. It is also the case that many times the doorways are opened on
another world in the other dimension.
As long as a doorway remains open, things can pass through from one side to another even by
accident. If an animal or something else approaches a doorway, they can pass through often
unknowingly. Sometimes they can pass back and sometimes they can get stuck here. Many of
our most frightening legends and stories about strange inhabitants in the forests and things that
go bump in the night have their source with those entities that have passed through into our
dimension.
Doorways are actual passageways through space and sometimes through time. They are
normally opened by the powers latent within the mind in combination with certain arrangements
of sounds. More than this is not allowed to be revealed. Today, those on this side have also
unleashed an unusual combination of nuclear and electromagnetic energy to rip tears in spacetime. These too create doorways, but they are far less stable and reliable than when opened in
the proper way. When human beings use classified science to tear open doorways, they create
messes that catch the notice of both the good guys and bad guys. The good guys watch and
observe, acting only when they are directed to do so by higher authorities. The bad guys on the
other hand, can often get really “pissed-off” and act with ruthless violence if and when they are
crossed. Many of our military and scientists have learned the hard way the dangers of messing
around, but this is all part of urban legend and beyond top-secret classified. Needless to say, it
is all make-believe and fantasy and should be totally ignored. I am required to say this.
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Those who pass through the passageway properly prepared can, “enter and exit in peace.” yet,
just because someone is religious and even pious is no guarantee of safety. Being that the laws
of nature and physics are different over there, one's mind must be able to natural and intuitively
flow with adaptation. This is why travelers are trained to unleash themselves from the limitations
of rational, intellectual thought. Such mind focus is good for this world, but a total detriment on
the other side. Only the properly trained intuitive mind, able to flow in all directions, can move
with sufficient speed once the other side is reached. Any slowness of mind can result in instant
death.
One must remember that passage to the other side is absolutely physical. You actually go there
body and soul. Granted, the other side can be visited through mental projections. Then you
appear to those on the other side to be like a ghost. In similar manner, when they from the other
side only project their thoughts, they appear to us as ghosts. Either way such projections and
experiences of those so projected is not a full experience of the other side (not for us or them)
and experiences of this nature often lack clarity and completion.
In order to know well the other side, one must train oneself, surrender oneself to God, let go of
all fears and be willing to take a one-way trip. Then with proper preparations one may be able to
find one of the many veils in nature and pass through it. Where you will end up is anybody's
guess. Whether or not you will be able to return also will only be known once upon the other
side. Not many are willing to make the sacrifice to “slide” in this manner, so most chose to take
the mental trip instead of the actual one.
There are many other secrets about the doorways. And there are precise formulas that can be
used to open them. These have been known for many centuries. Yet, now as the two
dimensions are coming closer and closer, with malevolent intent, more and more crossovers are
occurring. Any one of us could at any time have a close encounter of the third, or even fourth
kind.
Soon, our entire world will fundamentally be changed. All by the hands of Heaven to fulfill our
great human destiny. With the help of Heaven, I pray to write more essays of a revealing nature,
similar to this one, in the weeks to come.
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